Though started in the eleventh century, San Isidoro was still under construction in the first half of the twelfth. At least three different artists can be traced as working in it; the latest of them, active in the twelfth century, was not as brilliant as his predecessors, but it is to him that we owe the disciplined Romanesque impulse in the provinces of Segovia and Avila before the middle of the twelfth century, as well as the diffusion of certain decorative motifs that were afterward widely used in these provinces. These motifs, which we shall analyze later on, are like a thread going from one town to another, from one church to another, covering comparatively long distances to put in contact places that otherwise would not necessarily seem related.
This type of small church with one nave, a single apse, and no transept is quite common to the Segovian Romanesque, but the church of San Martin of Fuentiduefia, even when the apse was still in situ, presented structural problems that make its study more complicated than it should be. One of them is that only the apse has come to us in a comparatively good state of preservation, while the nave and the bell tower were already in ruins by the nineteenth century, according to Cuadrado's description in I865. What is left of them shows a structure made of rubble with remains of some kind of whitewash and ashlar reinforcements in the corners of the tower (see Figure i) Figure I3 ). These rosettes are one of the decorative motifs that can be traced back to San Isidoro of Leon and that appear all over the regions of Segovia and Avila. But we cannot present here a careful analysis of all the decorative motifs in the Fuentiduefia apse, for we have to concentrate mostly on the stylistic and iconographic study of the sculpture proper, including capitals and corbels.
Of all the capitals of the Fuentiduena apse, only three have clear Biblical subjects; the others represent fantastic creatures or animals, and if they were meant to be symbolical the symbolism is very obscure in most of the cases. In earlier times bestiaries like the Physiologus were quite widely used as references, and most of the animals and mythological creatures that we see in the San Martin apse are described in them; their symbolical implications, however, are somewhat lost in these lively but comparatively crude representations. By the time San Martin was built the Romanesque style was already so far from the original sources that the sculptors were probably following or imitating other works they had seen somewhere else and using them only for decorative purposes.
Nevertheless, these capitals, as well as the corbels and major sculptures, are far from being decadent. On the contrary, they have a freshness and primitive quality that make them really appealing. The artists that carved them seemed to be much more concerned with the punishment of evil than with the exaltation of good. Tortured animals entangled in serpentlike vines, monsters devouring human beings, birds picking at dead heads, all of them bring to us the awareness of hell without telling us anything about heaven.
Of (Figure 27 ) and the Annunciation (Figure 28 ) stand on each side of the interior of the apse. As we mentioned before, the use of sculptures of that size other than in portals is quite unusual. These two we are studying now do not seem to have a real functional mission, as the columns against which they stand do not support a real arch but only the initial curve of the half dome. Moreover, their carved bases do not rest on a real pedestal or plinth but simply on a large block of the same kind and shape as the stones that form part of the fabric. This gives to the sculptures a certain unfinished quality, as if they were made too short for the space they had to fill or as if they had been made for another place in the building. It is possible that these differences are not strong enough to attribute the sculptures to different hands. They could be the result of a greater sympathy on the artist's part for one subject than for the other. If, on the contrary, we were allowed to take sides, we would attribute the Annunciation and the atlantes on the right side of the apse to one sculptor, Saint Martin to another. It is very probable that both the former groups were designed by the same artist, but that the capitals above them and maybe the base of the Annunciation were executed by a hand other than his. This latter hand, we conclude after comparative analysis, was that of sculptor A. The battered face of the Saint Martin-the whole head was lost, found, and replaced-does not seem to agree with the sharp and consistent features we found characteristic of sculptor B. We feel tempted to attribute the Saint Martin and the fat atlas on the left of the outside of the apse to another sculptor. This atlas shows much more restraint than the atlantes on the right, in spite of the subject matter, and, like the Saint Martin, it has a simple Corinthian capital. Is it possible that a third sculptor, neither A nor B, worked only on these four groups? Might he have been the same who executed the capitals of the nave of the parish church of San Miguel in Fuentiduefia, which, as we have said above, are more refined than any of the capitals of San Martin?
The sculptures representing Saint Martin
Who were these artists? Where did they come from? Once again we are confronted with the eternal problem of lack of documentary evidence. If in some of the decorative motifs and capitals we pointed to connections with San Isidoro of Le6n, we cannot say the same about the statues. At that late period of Romanesque art the influence of France was very strong; it was to become even stronger at the beginning of the Gothic. Nevertheless, in our problem we cannot point to any specific characteristic that would make that influence entirely positive. We also have to that made the task more complicated than we expected. To begin with, the ruinous church had been used as a cemetery for many years, and all the space enclosed within its walls had been filled with ground to make the burials possible. For legal reasons this filling ground could not be removed, and we soon made up our minds that the work had to be done in that gruesome, if silent, company.
The first step was to dig a ditch along the inside wall of the apse, deep enough to reach the rocky foundation of the building and reveal its total height. The basic plan had to be taken at the point where the lower section of the wall projected beyond the upper, and on the inside was just visible above the ground. Four more sections were taken at different levels, the last one giving the outline of the vault, dome, and the shafts of the engaged columns of the outside of the apse. At the same time, and conveniently separated from each other, vertical measurements were taken that, related afterwards to the horizontal levels, gave the exact lack of horizontality of base and platform, impost under the windows, vault, and so forth. It became clear that the whole fabric had sunk, because of original defective planning or perhaps the stress of the centuries. The lack of horizontality was due to the fact that the church had been erected on solid rock that was never leveled for the purpose, and the building was adjusted to the sloping ground and made higher on one side than on the other so that it could stand vertical.
Once all the general measurements were taken, measured drawings of sections and elevations were made, recording also the dimensions of the stones and decorative elements. All the stones corresponding to the interior of the apse were provisionally numbered with white chalk (see Figure 32) ; when the same was done with the stones on the exterior, rain and wind washed the numbers off, and they were not replaced before the definitive ones were drawn. A great many record photographs were taken during the whole process of dismantling, to be used in doublechecking the numbers in drawings and on stones in the reconstruction.
Before they were taken down, the stones were carefully numbered with indelible black paint on the upper and hidden surfaces (see Figure 33) . The joints of the stones coming on top of each of them were marked on that same surface, and so were their corresponding numbers, in red paint to differentiate them from the identifying black ones. In many instances it was considered useful to draw the complete outline of the stones coming on top-mostly in the arches. With this system the exact location of each stone and its relationship with the stones in contact with it could be easily found; when a course was put back in place, the position of the next would be already determined. All the numbers were carefully recorded in the drawing at the same time they were marked on the stones, to avoid any mistakes.
Several empty tombs appeared excavated in the rock and radiating from the exterior wall of the apse. When and by whom these tombs were made we have not been able to find out, but in the village the people call them las tumbas de los moros.5 That they were not for or from the Moors is obvious: the Moors probably were never there, and certainly not after the church of San Martin was built. The location of the tombs outside of the sacred walls could imply that they were meant for non-Christians or heretics, and it is probable that the term moros was associated in the minds of the inhabitants of Fuentiduefia with any nonbeliever, not necessarily with Mussulmans alone. We are not going to attempt, however, to build up any theories to explain this mysterious problem. Our concern was that when the tombs were excavated they damaged to a great extent the bases of the engaged columns on the outside of the apse. As the projecting part of the wall and the bases of the columns on the inside were also damaged when the place was converted into a cemetery, it was necessary to cut new stonesof the same kind and perhaps from the same quarries as the old-to replace the destroyed ones. Those that were not seriously damaged were left, to avoid an excess of restoration, always looking toward the reconstruction of the apse in New York.
New stones were also cut and put in place to complete the gable wall that joins the apse to Before taking down the triumphal arch, vault, and dome, a special combination of centerings was made in such a way that they could be put together again for the reconstruction (see Figure  30) . As that part of the building is the most difficult, special care was taken to avoid any future problems; the joints of all the stones and voussoirs, as well as their corresponding numbers, were drawn on the wood together with special marks to help in putting the strips of wood together afterward.
Disassembling of the apse was started with the new stones of the gable wall and the spandrels of the triumphal arch down to the impost; then the triumphal arch itself and the voussoirs of the barrel vault, starting with the keystone. The walls of the apse consisted of two stone walls put together by means of a compound of rubble and mortar. Both walls were taken down at the same time, to keep as much as possible the same level. This simultaneous process was followed right to the end. The lower part of the apse, which should have been the easiest because windows, columns, and sculptures were already down, proved to be much more difficult than expected because of the particularly hard mortar that formed a single block solid enough to support the weight of the entire building. While the projecting base of the fabric was still standing, the width of the walls was checked and also the relationship between the exterior and interior levels. The initial measurements were corrected for the final drawings meant to be used in the reconstruction.
As they were being taken down, the stones were put on the ground in groups according to their location in the apse (see Figure 33 ). An area conveniently leveled and covered with con- All the wooden boxes for shipping were made on the spot, by the same "Romanesque" workers.
They were made in different ways according to their future contents cradles for plain stones, boxes for more delicate pieces. Each of them was reinforced with steel hoops and steel corner pieces. Capitals, corbels, and statues were fixed to their boxes by means of dovetail pieces of wood inlaid in the unexposed surfaces of the pieces to prevent any possible movement. In the case of the large and very heavy sculptures of Saint Martin and the Annunciation, in addition to the dovetail system all the empty spaces in the box were filled with sawdust as a protection against damage by mishandling.
A code based on the initials of their place of location was given to each group of stones and was written on each box together with the black numbers of all the stones contained in it. A list of all the cradles and boxes was necessary, to check them when they were sent by truck to the northern Spanish harbor of Bilbao whence they were shipped, and again when they arrived in New York. Another list, of all the stones inside, was enclosed in each box. In the general checking list were written the dimensions of all the stones, their location according to the established code, and their relationship to the stones on which they rested. In some instances special identifications were given to prevent confusion. 
